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means for retaining the core sections in Substan
This invention relates to radiator construction,
tial alignment.
and particularly to the construction of radiator
A further object of the invention is to provide a
units and the use of expansion headers adapted
6 Claims.

radiator construction wherein fluid conducting

to compensate for the expansion and construc
tion of radiator cores forming a part of said
units and employed in a fluid cooling system
commonly aSSociated With water jacketed en
gines Such, for example, as internal combustion

radiator core units are employed, and Wherein
novel means are provided for retaining the units
in proper position, and for securing an interne
diate portion thereof to the radiator frame.

A still further object of the invention is to in

engines.

In Sone types of radiators, the top and bottom
tanks are rigidly secured in relatively fixed posi
tion. With respect to each other, and the connect
ing core Sections, in Scme radiators are of con
Siderable length, sometimes as much as five feet

0.

prove devices of the character described in Sundry
details hereinafter referred to and particularly
pointed out in the appended claims.
One enbodiment of the present invention is
shown for illustrative purposes in the accom

panying dra WingS, in Which:
Fig. 1 is a front elevational view of a radiator
embodying features of the present in
radiating Sections are ordinarily made of copper, structure
vention and illustrating the application of my
Which has a relatively high degree of thermal ex
improved radiator unit thereto;
pansion, and Siruce the fluid passing through the
radiator is hot, the tubes, particularly in the long 20 Fig. 2 is a sectional elevational view of the
structure illustrated in Fig. 1, and taken sub
CoreS, eXpand longitudinally to a considerable ex
Stantially as indicated by the line 2-2 thereof;
tent, while the distance between the top and bot
Fig. 3 is an enlarged front elevational view
toIn tanks to which the cores are connected re
partly
in section of my improved radiator unit,
mains the same, or fixed.

Oi
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The fluid conducting tubes of these cores or

Heretofore, it has been the custom and prac
tice to rely upon the flexibility of the tube plates
of a header to compensate for longitudinal expan

25

portions of the figure being broken away to facili

40

dicated by the lines 5-5 of Figs. 4 and 6, respec
tively; and
Fig. 6 is a plan Sectional View of the structure
illustrated in Fig. 5, and taken substantially as
indicated by the line 6-6 thereof.
Referring to FigS. 1 and 2, the type of radiator
illustrated in the accompanying drawings com

tate the snowing of the Structure on a larger
scale;
Fig. 4 is a side elevational View party in Section
Sion of the tubes employed in Systems of the char
the structure illustrated in Fig. 3, and taken
acter described. In the use of such an arrange 30 of
substantially as indicated by the line 4-4 there
ment oil radiator Sections of considerable length,
of;
the distortion of the tube plates caused by the
Fig. 5 is a further enlarged fragmentary sec
longitudinal expansion of the radiator tubes
would be so great that the tube plates, and joints tional elevational View, taken substantially as in

of the tubes and plates woulid be ruptured and
One object, therefore, of the present invention
is to provide efficient means to compensate for
cause leakage in the system.

this expansion, in a manner to relieve the radia

tor Structure of undue strains and stresses, and to
avoid the possible rupture of joints and parts
thereof.
Another object of the invention is to provide
an expansion header construction suitably posi
tioned with reference to the core for relieving the

jacket of an internal combustion engine or the

like, (not shown), the tanks

core structure from excessive strains due to the
expansion of parts thereof.

Another object of the invention is to provide a
heat radiating capacity, and having novel means
novel elongated tubular radiator unit of efficient

associated therewith to compensate for the ex
pansion of the tubes of the radiator structure.

Another object of the invention is to provide

an elongated radiator unit comprising a plurality
of aligned connected core sections having expan
sion headers associated therewith, and having

prises top and bottom tanks
and 2 respec
tively, adapted to be connected through conduits
3 and f4 of the respective tanks to the water

55

and 2 being con

nected together in relatively fixed position by
means of Vertically disposed rigid side frame
members 5 and 6 connected together adjacent
their central portion by a transversely disposed
frame member 7 shown, in the present instance,
as of angular cross Section, as clearly illustrated
in Figs. 2 and 4.
For connecting the tanks
and 2, and for
passing the fluid from one to the other thereof, a
plurality of elongated, relatively slender radiator

2
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units of improved construction, indicated as a
whole and respectively by the numeral 8, are
operatively connected to the respective tanks of
the radiator structure, as clearly illustrated in
Figs. 1, 2, 3. and 4.
As shown in Figs. 1 to 4, inclusive, of the draw

5

ings, my improved radiator unit comprises upper
and lower hollow header castings 9 and 2, re
spectively, adapted to be rigidly Secured to the

respective top and bottom tanks
and 2 by
means of bolts 22 extending through the header
castings and tanks, and having gaskets 23 as
sociated therewith to provide a Water-tight con

frame members 5 and f6 of the radiator struc
O

nection therebetween.

Positioned between the upper and lower header
castings 9 and 2 are a plurality or pair of elon
gated, Vertically disposed, longitudinally Spaced,
upper and lower core Sections indicated, as a
whole and respectively, by the numerals 24 and
25 and comprising header plates 26 adjacent their :
outer end portions operatively connected, by
soldering or other suitable means, to the respec
tive upper and lower header castings 9 and 2,
respectively, the Cpposite or inner end portions
of the respective core Sections being provided
with expansion headers indicated, as a Whole,
by the numeral 27 and including header or tube

plates 28 operatively connected to the header
plates 26 by a plurality of tubes 29 having cool
ing fins 3 mounted thereon.
30
Each of the expansion headers 2 includes a
flexible diaphragm portion or member 32 formed,
preferably, of copper-nickel or other Suitable
flexible naterial, and operatively connected by
Soldering or other Suitable means to the adjacent : 5
header or tube plates 28.
Positioned between the expansion headers 27
of the respective core sections 24 and 25 is a sup
porting bracket indicated, as a whole, by the nu
meral 33 having an opening 34 formed therein 40

adjacent the central portion thereof, for receiv

ing a sleeve or connecting member 35 adapted
to be Secured therein by brazing, or other Suit
able means, and connected adjacent its respec
tive end portions to the diaphragm members 32
of the expansion headers 27 operatively related
to the inner end portions of the core sections 24
and 25, respectively.
For retaining the core sections 24 and 25 and

the Supporting bracket 33 in substantial align
Inent, a plurality of elongated, relatively broad,
shallow channel members 36 are positioned ad
jacent the respective sides of the core sections
24 and 25 and secured adjacent their respective
outer and inner end portions, by spot-welding or
the like, to the header plates 26 and the support
ing bracket 33, as indicated at 37 in Figs. 3, 4,
5, and 6, thereby providing also, suitable guides
for the headers 27 in their movement vertically
due to the expansion and contraction of the 60

tubeS 29.

as clearly illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 of the
drawings.
As previously stated, the upper and lower tanks
and f2 and the header castings 9 and 2 con
nected thereto are secured in relatively fixed
position with respect to each other by the side
ture, and that the tubular members 29 of the
core sections 24 and 25 are ordinarily made of
copper or other suitable heat conducting ma
terial, which has a relatively high degree of
thermal expansion, and since the fluid passing
through the radiator and cores thereof is hot,
the tubes 29, particularly in long cores, Will ex
pand to a considerable extent, which, without
providing means to compensate for this expan
Sion, Would place the cores under extreme strains
and Stresses, possibly to the extent of breaking
Or rupturing joints or parts of the core struc
ture sufficient to produce leaks therein.
It will be noted, however, by reference par
ticularly to Fig. 5, that by reason of the flexible
diaphragms 32 of the respective expansion
headers 27, the expansion of the tubes 29 when
Sufficiently heated will cause a bodily movement
of the tube plates 28, and cause the diaphragms

32 to flex in the manner shown, and to occupy a
position Substantially as indicated by dotted
lines 32a in Fig. 5, and thereby relieve the core
Structure from the stresses and strains due to
Such expansion, and that upon cooling of the
fluid in the radiator units, the material of the
tubes 23 may contract and, owing to the flexi
bility of the diaphragms 32, the expansion head
ers 2 may assume their normal position, such
eXpansion and contraction of the tubes 29 being
accomplished without damage to the core struc

ture.

It will be apparent also, that by reason of the
arrangement of the guide members 36 adjacent

the expansion headers 27, the tube plate por
tions 28 of the headers, in the present instance,

may slide between the members 35 when the
headers are moved vertically, as the tubes 29 ex
pand and contract under the influence of the
heat of the water passing through the tubes.

It will be observed from the foregoing descrip
tion that the present invention provides a radia

tor of efficient heat radiating capacity having
novel means associated therewith to compensate
for the expansion of tubes forming a part of the
radiator Structure, and wherein novel means are
proVided for retaining the core sections of the
radiators unitS in Substantial alignment, and for
retaining the units in proper position with re
Spect to each other and to the radiator frame.
Obviously, the present invention is not limited

to the precise construction and arrangement
shown and described as the same may be various
ly modified. Moreover, all the features of the
invention need not be used conjointly as the
Same may be used to advantage in variously dif
ferent combinations and sub-combinations.

For securing the respective radiator units and
the respective supporting brackets 33, operatively
related thereto, in proper relative position with
What I claim as new and desire to secure by
respect to each other and With respect to the
Letters Patent is:
radiator frame, each of the supporting brackets
1. In a radiator unit and in combination, a
33 is provided on its respective outer sides with
pair of hollow header castings, a pair of elon
elongated, horizontally disposed recesses or
gated longitudinally Spaced core sections posi
grooves 38, as clearly illustrated in Figs. 3 and
tioned between and operatively connected adja
5, the grooves of the respective brackets being 70 cent their respective outer end portions to said
positioned adjacent the grooves of an adjacent
header castings, expansion headers operatively
bracket and adapted to receive bolts 39 extend
Connected
to the respective inner end portions
ing through a portion of the transversely dis
of
Said
core
sections, a supporting bracket having
posed frame member 7 in a manner to secure
an opening therein positioned between said ex
the brackets 33 rigidly to the radiator frame,
pansion headers, and a sleeve secured in said

3
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opening and communicating at its respective ends
With Said headers.

2. In a radiator unit and in combination, a
pair of hollow header castings, a pair of aligned

elongated longitudinally Spaced core Sections
positioned between and operatively connected ad
jacent their respective outer end portions to said
header castings, expansion headers operatively
connected to the respsective adjacent inner end
portions of said core sections, a Supporting
bracket having an opening therein positioned be
tween said expansion headers, a sleeve secured in
said opening and communicating at its respec

5
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tive ends with said headers, and means connected
to said header castings for maintaining said core
Sections in alignment.
3. In a radiator unit and in combination, a

pair of upper and lower hollow header castings
adapted to be connected to and to communicate
with relatively fixed top and bottom tanks, re
spectively, of a fluid circulating system, a pair
of aligned elongated longitudinally spaced core
sections positioned between and communicating
adjacent their respective outer end portions with
said header castings, expansion headers oper
atively connected to the respective adjacent in
ner end portions of said core sections, a support
ing bracket having an opening therein positioned

pansion headers operatively connected to the re
20

between said expansion headers, a Sleeve Secured

pair of hollow header castings, a pair of elon
gated longitudinally spaced core Sections includ
ing fluid conducting tubes operatively connected

adjacent their respective outer end portions to

4. In a radiator of a fluid circulating System

sitioned between and communicating adjacent
their respective outer end portions With said
tanks, expansion headers operatively connected
to the respective inner end portions of said core
sections, a Supporting bracket having an Open
ing therein and positioned between said expan
sion headers, a sleeve secured in said opening
and communicating at its respective ends with

spective inner end portions of said core sections,
said headers having diaphragm portions forming
a part thereof, a Supporting bracket having an
opening therein and positioned between said ex
pansion headers, a sleeve Secured in Said open
ing and connected at its respective ends to the
respective diaphragm portions of said headers,
said bracket having horizontally disposed elon
gated receSSes formed in Opposite Side positions
thereof, and bolts positioned in said recesses and
operatively related to said bracket and a portion
of said frame for securing the bracket thereto.

6. In a radiator unit and in combination, a

in said opening and communicating at its respec
tive ends with said headers, and means connected
to said header castings and said bracket for
maintaining said core sections in alignment.

and in combination, a pair of upper and lower
tanks, substantially rigid frame members con
nected thereto for securing said tanks in Irela
tively fixed position, a pair of Vertically aligned
elongated longitudinally spaced core sections po

said headers, respectively, said bracket having
horizontally disposed elongated recesses formed
in opposite side portions thereof, and bolts posi
tioned in said recesses and operatively related to
said bracket and a portion of said frame for se
curing the bracket thereto.
5. In a radiator of a fluid circulating system
and in combination, a pair of upper and lower
tanks, Substantially rigid frame members for
securing said tanks in relatively fixed position, a
pair of hollow header castings rigidly secured to
and Communicating, respectively, with said tanks,
a pair of vertically aligned elongated longitu
dinally spaced core sections positioned between
and communicating adjacent their respective
outer end portions with said header castings, ex
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said header castings, a pair of expansion headers

positioned between the adjacent inner ends of
said core sections, said expansion headers having
tube plates at One side of the respective headers,
said plates being operatively connected, respec
40

tively, to the inner end portions of the tubes of

the respective core sections, flexible diaphragms
forming a part of the respective headers at the
opposite sides thereof from said tube plates, and
tubular means connecting said diaphragm to pro
vide communication between said headers.
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